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ABSTRACT 
An extended version of the cluster excitation model is proposed to 

describe the emission a* various particle types in nuclear reactions in a 
сиг sistmt way. As a first application pion, proton deuteron and triton 
spectza froa neutron-carbon interactions at 545 MeV are compared with 
model calculations in :he angular region from 73 to 165 . 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
Предлагается улучшенная версия модели возбужденных кластеров для опи

сания эмиссии частиц в ядерных реакциях независимо от типа вторичных частиц. 
Впервые сравниваются спектры пионов, протонов, дейтронов и тритонов из ней
трон-углеродных соударений при 545 МэВ с расчетами для углов от 73 до 165 . 

KIVONAT t 

A klaszter gerjesztési modell kiterjesztett változatát alkalmazzuk 
a magreakciók során keletkező különböző tipusú részecskék emissziójának 
egységes leírásához. A modellel elsőként az 545 HeV-es neutronokkal szén 
magon kiváltott magreakciók során keletkező pionok, protonok, deuteronok 
és tritonok energiaspektrumát próbáltuk meg értelmezni a 73 -tói 165-ig 
terjedő szögtartományban. A mérési eredményeket összehasonlítottuk számo
lásainkkal. 



1. Introduction 
During the last decade inclusive spectra of charged 

particles induced by intermediate and high-energy particles 
have extensively been investigated with special emphasis on 
the so called cumulative region, which is that part of the 
phase space not accessible in the free project!le-nucleon 
scattering [1]. Many theoretical efforts have been made to 
interpret the experimental data. Among them the CLuster 
Excitation (CLEX) model -[2] has Ы.еп used to describe cumula
tive proton and pion spectra in a wide range of the target 
mass number as well as of the incidence energy. Clusters of 
nucleons are assumed to act as sub-units of the nucleus in 
quasi-free inelastic collisions with the projectile and the 
cumulative particles arise from the decay of the excited 
clusters. Whereas in paper [2] a limited number of decay 
channels has been taken into account, we extend the model 
here by considering practically all possible decay channels* 
This enables us to calculate the spectra of light fragments 
in a consistent way in addition to the proton and pion 
spectra. 

In Section 2 we describe the extended CLEX model; we 
compare, in Section 3, model calculations with inclusive 
pion, proton, deuteron and triton spectra from neutron-carbon 
interactions at 545 MeV 'ncidence energy; and we discuss the 
results in Section 4. 

2* Model description 
2.1 Basic assumptions 

A detailed description of the CLEX model is given in 
ref. [2]. Here we repeat the main points and discuss the 
improvements in comparison with the original version. 

The emission of particles of type о in interaction of a 
projectile•ft with a target nucleus A 

h * A * о * X (1) 
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is assumed to be caused by a sequence of quasi-free binary 
collisions between the projectile and groups or clusters of 
к (1ákáA) nucleons [kNJ which are localized in a region of 
the target nucleus where the density of nuclear matter is 
enhanced due to fluctuations (cf. ref. [3]). Such a cluster 
is assumed to behave like a single nucleon as an entity in 
reaction (1). Therefore we do not distinguish between 
nucleons and clusters and we regard the nucleon as a 
special cluster consisting of one nucleon. The following types 
of hadron-cluster interactions may contribute to the inclusive 
particle spectra (1). 

(i) The quasi-elastic scattering 
h + fkN] * h + k F , (2) 

if either h or r is of particle type с Here r means a 
2 3 3 4 particle (N, H, H, He, He, ...) with mass number k. 

(ii) The inelastic scattering 

h + [kN] •* h + (kN)*, (3) 

where the kinetic energy of the projectile is partly trans
ferred into excitation energy of the cluster. In the sub
sequent decay of the excited cluster different particles are 
produced and among them may be particle of type o. 

(iii) The inelastic scattering 
h + [kN] •*• h* + (kN)* (4) 

with the excitation and subsequent decay of both colliding 
systems. 

Uv) The formation of the excited system (cf. ref. [4]) 

ft + [kN] * (fc+kN)* (5) 

with the transfer of the whole kinetic energy into excitation 
energy. 
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A certain reaction channel a is defined by the number 
and masses of the final stable particles and by the way 
(see processes 2-5) in which they are produced, because 
different matrix elements are necessary to describe the 
various reaction types. Contributions to the particle 
spectra (1) from all possible reaction channels with 
different numbers к of cluster nucleons are added incoherent
ly. 

The integrated cross sections а, д for the processes 

h + |kN| -»• anything (6) 

are derived on the basis of a simplified version of 
Glauber's multiple scattering formalism [5] with inclusion 
of the cluster concept (see Section 2.2). With the а, д 

given the cross section a?_ for one channel a can be 
expressed by 

'tt • < P > » > ' Ц <7> 

Here <р5*(в)> denotes the probability of finding the 
channel a among all possible channels of reaction (6) at 
an invariant mass squared of the two particles in the 
initial state of reaction (1) 

8 = {?h * P A ) 2 s p 2 ( 8 ) 

with the four momenta p, and p. of the projectile and the 
target nucleus. By assuming the decay of an excited system 
to be independent of its origin the calculation of 
<P?(s)> can be carried out in two steps. In Section 2.3 

л * 

we regard a single excited system with a given invariant 
mass M and seek the probability of decay into the various 
possible channels. The results are the probability distribu
tions P?(M)which are normalized according to 
£ap£(M) « 1 at all values of the invariant mass. As the 
second step we consider the whole scattering process and 
seek the probability distribution of the invariant masses 
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of the excited systems which arise in processes (3), (4) 

and (5). The mean probability <P?(s)> is evaluated by 

averaging the probability distributions of the excited 

systems with the available phase space as a weight func-

f tion. 
! 

<pj(s)> = C k l£(s)/l£(s), (9) 

where C. is a normalization constant, í£(s) contains the 

product of the phase space with the matrix element A and 

the probability distribution 

ij(s) - / d 3p Fw(p^)dR^(s k;m 1 f ..., m R) A
2p a, (10) 

while I?!(B) serves t o normalize each channel , v i z . 

i j j ts) - . / d 3 p p w ( p p ) d R ^ ( s k ; m r . . . , m n ) A 2 . (11) 

-+2 
The Fermi-moment urn distribution is denoted by w(p F) and 

n 
d R n ( 8 k , m 1 ' • • " m n ) = ' а 3 р 1 б 4 ( р А к " Е p i , / 2 E i ( 1 2 ) 

i«1 i«1 
is the Lorentz-invariant phase space distribution of n 
particles with mass m. and energy E.. At low energies the 
phase space available is determined by the invariant mass 
of the projectile and the cluster 

8 k k <iV?k> 2 = < P - P F ) 2 s P 2k- < 1 3 ) 

with the four-momenta p. and p_ of the [kN]-group and the 
target residue, respectively. The symbol P a in eg. (10) 
stands for the probability distribution or for the product 
of two of them in the case of two excited systems (4). 

2 ~a 
Both the matrix element A as well as P depend on the 
process under consideration. 

Since in quasi-elastic scattering (2) the interacting 
particles remain in their ground states, there exists only 
one "decay channel" with P a * 1, and the iwatrix element is 
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taken as in [2]. 
The other extreme is the formation of the excited 

system (5). Here the matrix element 

A 2 = A 2
x(sJ / 2)-exp(-sJ / 2/T) (14) 

determines, through parameter T, the mean energy per par
ticle and P a • р?к* 8к / 2> i s t h e Pr°bability distribution 
for the system (fc+kN)*. 

For process (4) the matrix element 

A 2 = А 2
с(в*).А 2

х(М гМ 2) (15) 

describes the angle-dependence of the reaction in the form 

A 2 (9*)~exp(bt), /d«*A2 (в*) = 4 TI (16) 
SC . SC 

2 2 
with t = (Рг.~Р-%) - ÍPír"??̂  a n d t n e s^-°Pe parameter b. The 
second factor determines the invariant masses M 1=p 1 and 
2 2 i i 

M 2=p 2 of the reaction products h* and (kN)* analogously to 
eq. (14): 

A 2
x(M 1 /M 2)-exp(-M 1/T-M 2/T). (17) 

By using recursion formulae [б] for the phase space of 
n • n 1 + n 2 particles, which arise from the independent 
decay of two clusters into n. and n 2 particles, we can 
write eq. (10) (and the analogous eq. (11)) in a more con
venient way 

ijjis) - / d 3 p p w(p 2) dM 2 dM 2 R 2(s k;M rM 2)A 2
c(e*) 

(18) 
\ {ехр(-вут) R°J(M 2)} PJÍM^ P^2(M2) 

where the phase space factors for the two excited systems 
R 2 * e k ; M 1 / M 2 * a n d f o r t h e s u b e e 4 u e n t decay into n. and n 2 

particles HJJMM.,) and RJJ2 (M2) are explicitly given. With 
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increasing masses M. and M„ the borderline case (5) is 
1/2 reached for M..+M2 = s. , whereas with decreasing masses 

the other extreme, namely quasi-elastic scattering (2), 
is approached. For process (3) the formulae are derived 
analogously. The Formalization constant C. of eg. (9) is 
determined by the condition that £ <Pv(s)>=1 and we get 

a K 

[z l£(s)/l£(s)]~1. (19) 
By using egs. (7), (9) and (19) the inclusive spectra of 
process (1) result from the summation of the contributions 
from all clusters and channels 

E cd 3a/dp3 . £ 0 к А С к Zaf«(l«(s))-1
Ejd3í«(s)/dp3, (20) 

where particle number j must be of type о and the factor 
f£ represents the multiplicity of particles a. The expression 
d3Ir(s)/dp? symbolizes that the integration in eq. (10) 
is carried out for the momenta of all particles except 
particle number j. In eq. (20) the dependence on the mass 
number A of the target is mainly contained in the cross sec
tions Oj., while the integrals depend on A only weakly 
through the Fermi motion. 

In order to use eq. (20) one now needs only to 
specify the cross sections a., and especially the probability 
distributions P^ (M), which distributions represent the main improve
ment of our CLEX model over the former version [2]. 

2.2 The cross section 
By using the independent particle model the ground 

stite wave function of the target nucleus can be replaced 
by the product of single particle densities p. (r) with the 

3 
normalization /d rp.(r) « 1. The cluster concept is intro
duced by considering fluctuations of the density of nuclear 
matter. In paper [2] the probability W._(r) of к nucleons 
being concentrated within a volume V. *k V/_*4irkrV3 has been 

К С С 
calculated. This enables us to define a cluster density 
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pj^ír) = c
D < r > W k A ( r ) / V k ' w h i c h gives the probability of 

finding a cluster of к nucleons at radius r, where С (г) 
follows from the condition i к p,.(r) = A p.(r). To cel-

Itsj KA A 
culate the cross sections о. д the high-energy Glauber 
picture of straight-line motion [5] is applied, where 
three quantities are decisive, viz. the cross section a. 
for hadron-cluster scattering (6), the probability of a 
cluster being situated at impact parameter s within the 
nucleus, and certain assumptions concerning the fate of 
the projectile in a sequence of scattering acts at different 
clusters. For the o. the total projectile-nucleon cross 
section 

а 1 = а г * Г ( к = 1 ) ( 2 1 ) 

is used in the case of к = 1, and for к £ 2 the o, are 
approximated by the dimensions of the colliding objects 

°k = Co (lh + r k ) 2 l T ( Ч * 2 ) ( 2 2 ) 

where r, is the projectile radius, r. the cluster radius, 
and С is thought of as the correction factor of this 
simple geometrical picture. The mean number of projectile 
-cluster interactions at impact parameter s is calculated 
according to 

P(s) = l£ e l P k(5) - E ^ O f c / d ^ i i , « ) . (23) 

Here the z-axis is taken along the beam, and the probabi
lity for exactly i collisions can be expressed by a 
Poisson distribution 

W i(s) = [P(s)]1 exp[-P(s)]/il (24) 

By means of this distribution the inelastic projectile 
-nucleus cross section 
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o* n e l = / d 2s Г W±<s) = / d 2s (1-exp[-P(s)J) (25) 

results from impact parameter integration and is used to 
fix the value of С . In paper [2] it is assumed that the 
four-momentum and internal state of the projectile ramain 
unchanged in a collision and each consecutive projectile 
-cluster interaction contributes in the same way to the 
cross sections o. .. By takinginto account that in a 
sequence of i projectile-cluster collisions there are 
i*P.(s)/P(s) interactions with [kN]-clusters, it can be 
seen that 

akA в 7 d V * и
±(8)-1-Рк(8)/Р(8) = / d2s Р к Ы (26) 

This approximation is applicable to high-energy project4les, 
while at lower energies the other extreme may be better, 
viz. the assumption that only the first interaction cr^tri
butes to the spectra. Due to the energy loss in this 
collision all further interactions can be neglected. The 
probability that the first collision takes place with a 
[kN]-cluster is given by P. (s)/P(s) and we arrive at 

Оад = / d2s E W±(s) Pk(s)/P(s) -
i _ 1 (27) 

- / d 2s (1-exp[-P(s)J) -Pk(s)/P(s). 

This formula is used throughout the present paper instead 
of eg. (26), which has been employed in [2]. However/ all 
other details concerning the calculation of the a., are 
the same. 

2.3 The probability distributions 
In reactions (3), (4) and (5) one or two excited 

systems are produced with definite baryon number B, charge 
Q and invariant mass M. We are interested in how such a 
system decays into the various possible reaction channels 
as a function of its mass. By solving this task we follow 
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in the main points the considerations of Bohrmann and 
Knoll [7]. As possible decay channels both the production 
of new particles (at low energies only pions) as well as 

2 3 the coalescence of nucleons into light fragments ( H, H, 
3 4 He, He) are taken into account. According to Fermi's 
statistical model [8] the decay probability into a given 
channel a is proportional to the number of states accessible. 
For a single relativistic particle i in a larget but ar
bitrary normalization volume V the number of states amounts 
to 

v m. , 
d A ~lWr * E 7 < 2 V 1 , ( 2 V 1 ) d \ > 

where the factor у - m./E. describes the Lorentz-con-
traction of the volume as seen by the particle, the 
factors 2a.+1 and 2т.+1 give the number of the spin and 

3 isospin states, and (2irh) is the quantum volume. For a 
system of n particles subject to energy-momentum conserva
tion the number of states is given by 

^k^^ilTWnT 3" . * ( n r ) - 1 ' f Q { .* 2mi<2ai+1)>dR^(M2)-A2 (28) 

with the Lorentz-invariant phase space factor dR^(M ) de-
n fined by eq. (12), and f,. gives that part of the .тт (2т. +1) w 1» 1 1 

isospin states which is compatible with the given charge of 
the system. The factor „ftín-l)" avoids multiple counting 
of states which arise from the permutation of identical 
particles, where j is the number of different particle types 
and n. the number of particles of type I. 

In the final state the particles emerging from the 
excited system may be considered to be a gas of free 
particles. Following an argumentation of Hagedorn [9] a 
crude approximation of the transition matrix element from 
a highly excited system with strong interaction to a gas 
of free particles is given by the probability that all par
ticles of the gas are simultaneously confined within a 
volume ß. 
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the final expression for the number of states A?(M): 

A 2 - (fl. / V ) n " 1 . (29) 

Here SI. may be regarded as a measure of the distance at 
which the strong interaction between the particles ceases 
to work. Insertion of eq. (29) into eg. (28) results in 

pre s 8 ion f< 

< ( M > * ( T W P J , (ni!)-1.fQ{i;i2mi(2ai+1)}dR°(M2) (30) 
and it is obvious that the probability for the decay into 
channel a can be expressed by 

p k ( M ) = Л к ( М ) / Z Aj (M). (31) 

The only adjustable quantity i s the volume Й-, which i s 
(somewhat arbi trar i ly) ca lculated according t o 

ß k = В 4тт r^/3 (32) 

where В is the baryon number of the excited system and rfi 

the only free parameter for all clusters consisting of 
different numbers к of nucleons. 

3. Results 
We invest igate the react ion 

n + 1 2 C -*• о • X (33) 

at 545 MeV, where particle о is a pion, proton, deuteron or 
triton [10,11]. 

In the calculation of a.-, a value of öi s < y
nM 3 2 m b 

for the total neutron-nucleon cross section is employed, 
from which a projectile radius (eq. (22)) 
Th ' r n * 0 # 5 ( a n N t / T r ) 1 / 2 " °' 5 f m t o l l o m > t h e caster 
radius 

r k a k 1 / 3 r c ( 3 4 ) 
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ls calculated with r =0.8 fm. The total inelastic neutron 
J Hoi 

-carbon cross section (25) a A depends, through the a, 
(22), on the parameter С . Agreement with the experimental 
result of О д П е 1 = 220 mb [12] is achieved for С =1.8. With 
this value the cross sections o, _ of Table 1 are calculated. 

The probability distributions P£(M) depend on the 
charge of the excited system. To simplify the calculations, 
charge exchange has been neglected in processes (3) and (4) 
with f Q in eq. (30) being replaced by the mean value 

к 
< f Q > = * 

u Q=0 

ГА-Z' 
l«-ol 

M 
V <35) 

Here the factor preceding f is the probability of a 
[kN]-group within a nucleus with charge number Z consisting 
of Q protons and k-Q neutrons. As an example the decay 
probabilities of a system consisting of к = 5 r.ucleons are 
shown in Fig. 1. 2 The remaining parameters b = rv/4 w * t n гь given by 
eq. (34) and T = 0.14 GeV are taken as in [2]. 

With this input the particle spectra are calculated 
according to eq. (20) and are compared with experimental 
data in Fig. 2-5. Contributions to the pion and proton 
spectra arise in principle from the decay of both excited 
systems in processes (4), although in actual practice 
protons and pions from the decay of the excited projectile 
are rarely emitted into the angular region considered here. 
Contributions from quasi-elastic scattering (2) are taken 
into account for project!le-nucleon collisions but quasi 
-elastic scattering of the projectile at groups of nucleons 
is neglected throughout. 
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4. Discussion 
The parameter values r =0.8 fm and T=0.14 GeV are 

the same as in [2], where r determines the relative weight 
of the different clusters through the cross sections 
°kA a n <* T i s t n e m e a n energy per particle in the CMS of 
the excited system. As a new parameter the radius rfi 

appears in this extended version of the CLEX model. This 
parameter determines the relative yields of the different 
decay channels in connection with the parameter T and the 
available energy s, (eg. (13)). As a starting point we 
have put r 0=r . It should be stressed however that the two и с 
parameters do not have the same meaning. Whereas r deter
mines the matter density of the cluster in the initial state 
of reaction (6), the value of r Q defines the confinement 
volume of the excited cluster and should be expected in the 
reqion r~2r . The results achieved with r =r (Figs. 2-5) Я с . sí с 
may be regarded as a quite encouraging start of the search 
for the parameter values which give the best description of 
the whole data set. This is a task that consumes a great 
deal of computer time since every change of the parameter T 
and rfi influences the spectra of the different particle 
types in the various angle and energy ranges in a complicated 
manner. 

The overall agreement of the model calculations with 
the proton and deuteron spectra is satisfactory whereas in 
the case of the triton and pion spectra there appear larger 
discrepancies. Apart from the sum spectrum Fig. 2 also shows 
separately the contiibutions to the proton spectra from 
processes where two (excited) systems leave the interaction 
region (processes (2), (3) and (4)), e.s well as the contri
butions from the formation of the excited system (5). It 
can be seen that in the low-energy region the main contri
bution comes from processes where the available energy is 
partly transferred into excitation energy. The high-energy 
region however is dominated by processes with complete 
randomization of all degrees of freedom. But just this 
process (5) was neglected in the original version of the 
CLEX model. The good results achieved there were due to the 
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fact that the spectra considered did not extend to such 
high energies relative to the incidence energy as do the 
present ones. 

The deuteron spectra (Fig. 3) are quite well described, 
except the low-energy region, and the slopes of the measured 
and calculated spectra differ somewhat - especially at 
backward angles. 

Also in the case of the triton spectra (Fig. 4) the 
slopes of the calculated spectra are smaller than those of the 
measured ones and the yields at large angles are underesti
mated. 

With the spectra of charged pions (Fig. 5) there are 
deviations between experimental results and calculations 
with respect to both the magnitude as well as the whole 
shape of the spectra. This indicates that pion production 
may, to a large extent, go through the formation of Д-iso-
bars in the intermediate state. This process has been neg
lected in the calculations presented here. 

As an illustration we show in Fig. 6 how the contri
bution from the different process types at 73° shown in 
Fig. 2 originate from interactions of the projectile with 
different cluster types [kN]. In both cases the magnitude 
of the partial spectra decreases rapidly with increasing 
number к of cluster nucleons. All spectra arising from 
clusters with k£3 show a similar dependence on the particle 
energy. Only for k=1 and k=2 is there a much stronger decrease 
with increasing particle energy. Let us call to mind that 
each of these partial spectra is again built up from contri
butions of the various decay channels. The number of these 
channels increases rapidly with the number of cluster nuc
leons because of the fast growing amount of possible particle 
combinations or a given baryon number. With increasing in
cidence energy more and more channels with the consequent 
production of new hadrons come into play. Already at a few 
GeV all the spectra arising from the various channels can 
hardly be calculated separately, as is done in the present 
version of the CLEX model. The solution consists in carrying 
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out the summations in eq. (20) by means of Monte Carlo 
techniques. 

He do not intend to repeat here the detailed discussion 
[2] of the approximations contained in the CLEX model. 
Solely we would mention that it should be remembered that 
any interaction either of the excited cluster and the final 
stable particles with the target residue or of the final 
particles with one another is completely neglected. This is 
essential in connection with the fragment production since 
the usually discussed mechanisms contain, In some form, 
final state interactions either as coalescences of nucleons 
with small relative momenta or as interactions of a struck 
nucleon with further target nucleons (cf. ref. [13]). In 
our approach the number of fragments is given by the statis
tical weights of the corresponding channels without any 
specification of the mechanism of fragment formation within 
the excited system. 

In summary, we have improved the CLEX model by taking 
into account additional types of hadron-cluster interactions 
which lead either to the excitation of both colliding 
particles (process (4)) or to the formation of one excited 
system (process (5)). By adopting Fermi's statistical model 
[8] the decay of an excited system into practically all 
possible decay channels can be calculated. This allows a 
unified description of the spectra of all particle types with 
one parameter set. 

The authors acknowledge helpful discussions with 
H.-W. Barz, J. Er6, J. Knoll and B. Kühn. 
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к 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ö k A ( m b ) 134 5 9 . 4 16 .7 5.91 2 .28 0 .89 0 .34 

Table 1 The cross sections o, _ for neutron-carbon inter
actions at 545 MeV according to eq. (27) with 
С =1.8. 
о 
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Fig. 1 Decay p robab i l i t y distributions P^ as a function of the inva r i an t mass M of 
an exci ted system cons i s t ing of k=5 nucleons in i t s i n i t i a l s t a t e and 
confined to a volume П^Мтткг^/З with г^=0.8 fm. 3H and 3He appear as one 
p a r t i c l e 3 F with i sospin 1/2. 
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п + 1 2 С — р + Х 
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Fig. 2 Energy spectra of protons at different angles [11]• The 
full curves represent model calculations with T*0.14 GeV 
and rc>r(2«0.8 fm; the dashed lines are the contributions of processes (2), (3) and (4); the dash-dotted lines those 
of process (5), Data and curves are multiplied by the 
factors given in parentheses. 
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Fig. 3 Energy spectra of deuterons [11J. The curves represent 
model calculations with parameters as in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4 Energy spectra of triton« [11]. Calculation» aa in 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 5 Energy »pectra of charged pion» [ Ю ] . Calculation» 
a» in Fig. 2. 
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